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Sh. Rajhans Upadhyay, Senior IAS, Additional Chief Secretary Higher & Technical Education Govt. of Rajasthan), was the chief guest, Sh. Shailendra Mishra, Expert Trainer for Dealer Network in Maruti Suzuki India Ltd. was the guest of honor, Sh. Y.K. Gupta, Acting Principal, Govt. Engg. College Ajmer, Sh. Jai Gopal Gupta, HOD Mechanical, Govt. Women Engg. College Ajmer, Sh. Pankaj Jain, HOD Mechanical, AryabhattaEngg. College Ajmer and Sh. Vinod Kr. Verma, Founder & Advisor of SAEINDIA GECA Collegiate Club was the dignitaries on the dais.

The Day 1 was started with Maa Saraswati Vandana followed by lamp listening by the guest. A welcome speech & presentation of the club by given by Shr. Arpit Mathur, SAEINDIA GECA Student Chairperson. There after a brief introduction about the 5 day activity was given by SAEINDIA GECA Faculty Advisor Sh. Vinod Kr. Verma. Thereafter Sh. S. Mishra introduce the audience about the advancement in engine technology day by day. A full day workshop for the students & faculty was conducted with 4 cylinder 4 stroke 16 valve Diesel engine of Maruti Swift disassembly & assembly. During the lunch break, students clear all the doubts related to engine. The day 1 event was ended with a cultural event presented by different college students.

The Day 2 was started with a welcome of our guest & expert of CNC, Sh. Prateek Sharma & Miss Pratiksha Sharma, Krivi Wood Tech. Pvt. Ltd. Ajmer. They introduce the students about basic concepts of CNC programing followed by CNC live demonstration with various modeling tools. At the end of the day, student was able to have a full vision about the CNC advance features and
their applications in modern era. Poster Presentation & Project Presentation was also conducted on the day 2 & winners were selected by the jury.

Day 3 was started with Career Counseling Seminar on the topic “opportunities after B.Tech.” conducted by Experts from Engineers Academy Delhi & Jaipur. More the 250 students from various branches of final year & pre-final year participated in the same and learn about various fields after B.Tech including Automobile Sector & Administrative Job careers. Technical Quiz was also conducted on the same day to evaluate our student by them self. The day was ended with student cultural program.

Day 4 was started with a seminar on AutoCAD, Pro-E and other designing software and their application in Automobile Sectors. Students were introduced with latest technology getting used by automobile industries in present scenario. The day was made more excited with a game treasure hunt. More than 14 teams from various colleges participated.

Day 5 was the closing ceremony day for the event. Sh. AnupKacker, ED, SAENIS was our Chief Guest, Sh. AashishParmar, Senior Manager, Maruti Suzuki India Ltd., Sh. Rama Kant Mudgal, MD, Tata Motors Authorized sales & service partner Ajmer, Sh. J.P.Bhamu, Principal, Government Engineering College Ajmer was the guest of honor for the day.

5th day was started with Slow Motor Bike race for boys and girls followed by welcome of guests, lamp lightening and welcome speech by Sh. J.P.Bhamu, Principal. Then the crowd was addressed by Sh. AnupKacker, ED NIS. Students was motivated with his speech and learned how they get beneficiary from SAE Student Club. A healthy discussion was held among college students, HODs & other faculty members about the growth of club and students activities in future. College Principal had also ensure the students and the Automobile Society to enhance the students activity and fill the gaps created between academics and industries in present scenario. There after a technical presentation was delivered by Sh. Aashish Parmer, Sr. Manager, Maruti Suzuki India Pvt. Ltd., about the “Emerging powertrain Technology”. Presentation was fully enriched with present and future trends in automobile sectors. Ceremony was moved on with other Student Presentations on various topics. Finally a prize distribution ceremony was held for all the winners and participants for this 5 day actives and event.

Finally a Cake Cutting ceremony was held to remember the first year journey our SAEINDIA GECA Collegiate club’s beautiful memories. Activity was finally over with a huge celebration by new and former club members.

Over all approximate 200 students took part from different Engineering Colleges of Ajmer, viz. Govt. Women Engineering College, AryaBhatta Engineering College, St. Wilfred Engineering
Approx 25 Faculty members were participated in the event. Above all, approximately 5-6 industries along with more than 20 Industrial people have joined and appreciated the event. The event was successfully concluded with vote of thanks to esteemed guests and participants by Sh. Vinod Kr. Verma, Founder & Advisor of SAEINDIA GECA Collegiate Club.
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Followed with few glimpses of the workshop